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Abstract 
The problem of taking a set of data and separating it into subgroups where the ele-
ments of each subgroup are more similar to each other than they are to elements not 
in the subgroup has been extensively studied through the statistical method of cluster 
analysis. In this paper we want to discuss the application of this method to the field 
of education: particularly, we want to present the use of cluster analysis to separate 
students into groups that can be recognized and characterized by common traits in 
their answers to a questionnaire, without any prior knowledge of what form those 
groups would take (unsupervised classification). We start from a detailed study of 
the data processing needed by cluster analysis. Then two methods commonly used in 
cluster analysis are before described only from a theoretical point a view and after in 
the Section 4 through an example of application to data coming from an open-ended 
questionnaire administered to a sample of university students. In particular we de-
scribe and criticize the variables and parameters used to show the results of the clus-
ter analysis methods. 
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1. Introduction 
Many quantitative and qualitative research studies involving open- and closed-ended 
questionnaire analysis have provided instructors/teachers with tools to investigate stu-
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dents’ conceptual knowledge of various fields of physics. Many of these studies ex-
amined the consistency of students’ answers in a variety of situations [1]-[3]. 
The problem of separating a group of students into subgroups where the elements of 
each subgroup are more similar to each other than they are to elements not in the sub-
group has been studied through the methods of Cluster Analysis (ClA), but the use of 
the various available techniques have hardly been deepened to reveal their strength and 
weakness points. ClA can separate students into groups that can be recognized and 
characterized by common traits in their answers, without any prior knowledge of what 
form those groups would take (unsupervised classification [4]-[6]). 
ClA, introduced in Psychology by R.C. Tyron in 1939 [7], has been the subject of re-
search since the beginning of the 1960s, with its first systematic use by Sokal and Sneath 
[8] in 1963. The application of techniques related to ClA is common in many fields, in-
cluding information technology, biology, medicine, archeology, econophysics and mar- 
ket research [9]-[12]. For example, in market research it is important to classify the key 
elements of the decision-making processes of business strategies as the characteristics, 
needs and behavior of buyers. These techniques allow the researcher to locate subsets or 
clusters within a set of objects of any nature that have a tendency to be homogeneous 
“in some sense”. The results of the analysis should reveal a high homogeneity within 
each group (intra-cluster), and high heterogeneity between groups (inter-clusters), in 
line with the chosen criteria. 
ClA techniques [13] are exploratory and do not necessarily require a priori assump-
tion about the data. The choice of the criteria of similarity between the data, the choice 
of clustering techniques, the selection of the number of groups to be obtained and the 
evaluation of the solution found, as well as the choice between possible alternative solu-
tions, are particularly important. It is also important to bear in mind that the result of ClA, 
the subgroups of students, is dependent on the criteria used for the analysis of data as it 
is typical in all the processes of reduction and controlled simplification of information. 
Some studies using ClA methods are found in the literature concerning research in 
education. They group and characterize students’ responses by using open-ended ques-
tionnaires [14]-[16] or multiple-choice tests [14]. All these papers show that the use of 
cluster analysis leads to identifiable groups of students that make sense to researchers 
and are consistent with previous results obtained using more traditional methods. Par-
ticularly, Springuel et al. [14] identify by means of cluster analysis groups of responses 
in open-ended questions about two-dimensional kinematics. These groups show strik-
ing similarity to response patterns previously reported in the literature and also provide 
additional information about unexpected differences between groups. Fazio et al. [15] 
[16] analyze students’ responses to specially designed written questionnaires using re-
searcher-generated categories of reasoning, based on the physics education research li-
terature on student understanding of relevant physics content. Through cluster analysis 
methods groups of students showing remarkable similarity in the reasoning categories 
are identified and the consistency of their deployed mental models is validated by 
comparison with researcher-built ideal profiles of student behavior known from pre-
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vious research. Ding & Beichner [17] study five commonly used approaches to analyz-
ing multiple-choice test data (classic test theory, factor analysis, cluster analysis, item 
response theory and model analysis) and show that cluster analysis is a good method to 
point out how student response patterns differ so as to classify student. 
ClA can be carried out using various algorithms that significantly differ in their no-
tion of what constitutes a cluster and how to effectively find them. Moreover, a deep ana- 
lysis of the ClA procedures applied is needed, because they often include approxima-
tions strongly influencing the interpretation of results. For this reason, in this paper we 
start from a detailed analysis of the data setting needed by ClA. Then, two methods com- 
monly used in ClA are described and the variables and parameters involved are outlined 
and criticized. Section IV deals with an example of application of these methods to the 
analysis of data from an open-ended questionnaire administered to a sample of univer-
sity students, and discusses the significance and validity of information that can be ob-
tained by using the two different solutions to clustering. Finally a comparison of the 
results obtained by using the two methods is done in order to reveal their coherence. 
2. Data Coding 
The application of ClA methods to answers to a closed-ended questionnaire does not 
pose to the researcher difficulties in the classification of student answers, as the catego-
ries can be considered the answers themselves. 
On the other hand, research in education that uses open-ended questions and aims at 
performing a quantitative analysis of student answers usually involves the prior devel-
opment of coding procedures aimed at categorizing student answers in a limited num-
ber of “typical” ways to answer each question. However, it is well known that there are 
inherent difficulties in the classification and coding of student responses. Hammer & 
Berland [18] point out that researchers “should not treat coding results as data but ra-
ther as tabulations of claims about data and that it is important to discuss the rates and 
substance of disagreements among coders” and proposes guidelines for the presenta-
tion of research that “quantifies” individual student answers. Among such guidelines, 
they focus on the need to make explicit that: “developing a coding scheme requires re-
searchers to articulate definitions of categories well enough that others could interpret 
them and recognize them in the data”. Chi [19] describes the process of developing a 
coding scheme in the context of verbal data such as explanations, interviews, problem- 
solving protocols, and retrospective reports. The method of verbal analyses is deeply 
discussed with the objective of formulating an understanding of the representation of 
the knowledge used in cognitive performances.  
On the basis of the approach previously described, the logical steps that the re-
searcher can use in a research to process data coming from student answers to an open- 
or closed-ended questionnaire can be synthesized by the flow chart represented in Fig-
ure 1. In the case of open-ended questions, the student answers need to first be catego-
rized by the n researchers involved in the study, by means of an analysis that can reveal 
patterns, trends, and common themes emerging from them. Through comparison and  
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the steps involved in processing data coming from student answers to an 
open- or closed-ended questionnaire 
 
discussion among researchers, these themes are then developed and grouped in a 
number of categories whose definition take into account as much as possible the words, 
the phrase, the wording used by students [20]. Such categories actually are the typical 
“answering strategies” put into action by the N students tackling the questionnaire. 
At the end of this phase, the whole set of answers given by students to the open- 
ended questionnaire is grouped into a limited number, M, of typical answers, i.e. the 
student answering strategies. M is obtained by adding all the answering strategies used 
by students when answering to each question. 
In the case of closed-ended questions, the preliminary analysis described above is of-
ten not necessary, as the answers to each question are often already “classified” in a li-
mited number, that are the explicit options for the respondent to select from. 
The next step is unique for both the kind of questionnaire and involves the binary 
coding of student answers,1 according to the defined categories, generating a binary 
matrix (as shown in Table 1). So, through categorization (if needed) and coding, each 
student, i, can be identified by an array, ai, composed of M components 1 and 0, where 
1 means that the student used a given answering strategy/answer option to respond to a 
question and 0 means that he/she did not use it. Then, a M × N binary matrix (the  
 
 
1For the sakes of simplicity here we refer to the use of a two-level coding, where 1 means that a given answer-
ing strategy/answer option was used and 0 means that that strategy was not used. 
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Table 1. Matrix of data: the N students are indicated as S1, S2, …, SN, and the M answering strate-
gies as AS1, AS2, ..., ASM. 
Strategy 
Student 
S1 S2 … SN 
AS1 0 0 … 0 
AS2 1 0 … 1 
AS3 1 ... ... ... 
AS4 0 … … … 
AS5 1 ... ... ... 
… 0 … … … 
ASM 0 1 … 0 
 
“matrix of answering strategies”) modeled on the one shown in Table 1, is built. The 
columns in it show the N student arrays, ai, and the rows represent the M components 
of each array, i.e. the M answering strategies/answer options. 
For example, let us say that student S1 used answering strategies AS2, AS3 and AS5 to 
respond to the questionnaire questions. Therefore, column S1 in Table 1 will contain 
the binary digit 1 in the three cells corresponding to these strategies, while all the other 
cells will be filled with 0. 
The matrix depicted in Table 1 contains all the basic information needed to describe 
the sample behavior according to the previously described categorization. However, it 
needs some elaboration to be used for ClA (step 4 of Figure 1).  
Particularly, ClA requires the definition of new quantities that are used to build the 
grouping, like the “similarity” or “distance” indexes. These indexes are defined by 
starting from the M × N binary matrix discussed above. 
In the literature [7] [11] [13] the similarity between two students i and j of the sam-
ple is often expressed by taking into account the distance, dij, between them (which ac-
tually expresses their “dissimilarity”, in the sense that a higher value of distance in-
volves a lower similarity). 
A distance index can be defined by starting from the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. 
It allows the researcher to study the correlation between students i and j if the related 
variables describing them are numerical. If these variables are non-numerical variables 
(as in our case, where we are dealing with the arrays ai and aj containing a binary sym-
bolic coding of the answers of students i and j, respectively), we need to use a modified 
form of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Rmod, similar to that defined by Tummi-
nello et al. [20]. We define Rmod as,2  
 
 
2Equation (1) is formally similar to the Similarity Index used by us in [15] [16]. However, Equation (1) is a 
version of Pearson’s correlation coefficient adapted to the case of non-numerical variables, while the other is 
an index, defined by Lerman [21], that defines the similarity between two elements in a probabilistic form 
and can be directly used to partition a data sample. 
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where p(ai), p(aj) are the number of properties of ai and aj explicitly present in our stu-
dents (i.e. the numbers of 1’s in the arrays ai and aj, respectively), M is the total number 
of properties to study (in our case, the answering strategies) and ( )i jp a a∩  is the 
number of properties common to both students i and j (the common number of 1’s in 
the arrays ai and aj). ( ) ( )i jp a p a M    is the expected value of the properties com-
mon to ai and aj. 
By following Equation (1) it is possible to find for each student, i, the N − 1 correla-
tion coefficients Rmod between him/her and the others students (and the correlation 
coefficient with him/herself, that is, clearly, 1). All these correlation coefficients can be 
placed in a N × N matrix that contains the information we need to discuss the mutual 
relationships between our students. 
The similarity between students i and j can be defined by choosing a type of metric to 
calculate the distance dij. Such a choice is often complex and depends on many factors. 
If we want two students, represented by arrays ai and aj and negatively correlated, to be 
more dissimilar than two positively correlated, a possible definition of the distance be-
tween ai and aj, making use of the modified correlation coefficient, Rmod(ai, aj), is: 
( )( )2 1 ,ij mod i jd R a a= −                        (2) 
This function defines an Euclidean metric [22], which is required for the following 
calculations. A distance dij between two students equal to zero means that they are 
completely similar (Rmod = 1), while a distance dij = 2 shows that the students are com-
pletely dissimilar (Rmod = −1). When the correlation between two students is 0 their 
distance is 2ijd = .  
By following Equation (2) we can, then build a new N × N matrix, D (the distance 
matrix), containing all the mutual distances between the students. The main diagonal of 
D is composed by 0s (the distance between a student and him/herself is zero). Moreo-
ver, D is symmetrical with respect to the main diagonal. 
3. Theoretical Framework of Clustering  
Clustering Analysis methods can be roughly distinguished in Non-Hierarchical (or 
Centroid-Based), and Hierarchical ones (also known as connectivity based clustering 
methods). The first category of methods basically takes to partitions of the data space 
into a structure known as a Voronoi Diagram (a number of regions including subsets of 
similar data). The second one is based on the core idea of building a binary tree of the 
data that are then merged into similar groups. This tree is a useful summary of the data 
that are connected to form clusters based on their known distance, and it is sometimes 
referred to as a dendrogram. 
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A. Non-Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (NH-ClA) 
Non-hierarchical clustering analysis is used to generate groupings of a sample of 
elements (in our case, students) by partitioning it and producing a smaller set of 
non-overlapping clusters with not hierarchical relationships between them. Among the 
currently used NH-ClA algorithms, we will consider k-means, which was first proposed 
by MacQueen in 1963 [23].  
The starting point is the choice of the number, q, of clusters one wants to populate 
and of an equal number of “seed points”, randomly selected in the bi-dimensional Car-
tesian space representing the data. The students are then grouped on the basis of the 
minimum distance between them and the seed points. Starting from an initial classifi-
cation, students are iteratively transferred from one cluster to another or swapped with 
students from other clusters, until no further improvement can be made. The students 
belonging to a given cluster are used to find a new point, representing the average posi-
tion of their spatial distribution. This is done for each cluster Clk ( 1, 2, ,k q=  ) and 
the resulting points are called the cluster centroids Ck. This process is repeated and 
ends when the new centroids coincide with the old ones. As we said above, the spatial 
distribution of the set elements is represented in a 2-dimensional Cartesian space, 
creating what is known as the k-means graph (see Figure 2). 
 
 
(a)                                          (b) 
 
          (c) 
Figure 2. A set of 150 hypothetical data partitioned in two (a); three (b) and four (c) clusters. The 
mean values of the Silhouette function are 0.47, 0.45 and 0.45, respectively. 
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NH-ClA has some points of weakness and here we will describe how it is possible to 
overcome them. The first involves the a-priori choice of the initial positions of the cen-
troids. This is usually resolved in the literature [23] [24] by repeating the clustering 
procedure for several values of the initial conditions and selecting those that lead to the 
minimum values of the distances between each centroid and the cluster elements. Fur-
thermore, at the beginning of the procedure, it is necessary to arbitrarily define the 
number, q, of clusters. A method widely used to decide if this number q, initially used 
to start the calculations, is the one that best fits the sample element distribution is the 
calculation of the so-called Silhouette Function, S, [25] [26].  
When the k-means clustering method is applied, in order to choose the number of 
clusters, q, to be initially used to perform the calculations, the so-called Silhouette 
Function, S, [25] [26] is defined. This function allows us to decide if the partition of our 
sample in q clusters is adequate, how dense a cluster is, and how well it is differentiated 
from the other ones. 
For each selected number of clusters, q, and for each sample student, i, assigned to a 
cluster k, with 1, 2, ,k q=  , a value of the Silhouette Function, Si(q), is calculated as 
( )
1 1,
1 1,
min
max , min
k k
k k
N n n ijil
l jp p k
k k
i
n N nij il
j lp p k
k k
dd
N n n
S q
d d
n N n
−
= =≠
−
= =≠
 
− − =
  
  −  
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
 
where the first term of the numerator is the average distance of the i-th student in clus-
ter k to l-th student placed in a different cluster p ( 1, ,p q=  ), minimized over clus-
ters. The second term is the average distance between the i-th student and another stu-
dent j placed in the same cluster k. 
Si(q) gives a measure of how similar student i is to the other students in its own clus-
ter, when compared to students in other clusters. It ranges from −1 to +1: a value near 
+1 indicates that student i is well-matched to its own cluster, and poorly-matched to 
neighboring clusters. If most students have a high silhouette value, then the clustering 
solution is appropriate. If many students have a low or negative silhouette value, then 
the clustering solution could have either too many or too few clusters (i.e. the chosen 
number, q, of clusters should be modified). 
Subsequently, the values Si(q) can be averaged on each cluster, k, to find the average 
silhouette value in the cluster, ( ) kS q , and on the whole sample to find the total av-
erage silhouette value, ( )S q  for the chosen clustering solution. Large values of 
( ) kS q  are to be related to the cluster elements being tightly arranged in the cluster k, 
and vice versa [25] [26]. Similarly, large values of ( )S q  are to be related to well de-
fined clusters [25] [26]. It is, therefore, possible to perform several repetitions of the 
cluster calculations (with different values of q) and to choose the number of clusters, q, 
that gives the maximum value of ( )S q  It has been shown [27] that for values of 
( ) 0.50S q <  reasonable cluster structures cannot be identified in data. If  
( )0.51 0.70S q< <  the data set can be reasonably partitioned in clusters. Values of 
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( )S q  greater than 0.70 show a strong cluster structure of data. Figure 2 shows a 
partition of an hypothetical data set made of 150 elements in two (Figure 2(a)), three 
(Figure 2(b)) and four (Figure 2(c)) clusters. It is easy to see that in all the three cases 
a partition in clusters is not easily found and this is confirmed by the low values of 
( )S q  in each of the three partition attempts. 
The k-means results can be plotted in a 2-dimensional Cartesian space containing 
points that represent the students of the sample placed in the plane according to their 
mutual distances. As we said before, for each student, i, we know the N distances, dij 
between such a student and all the students of the sample (being dii = 0. It is, then, ne-
cessary to define a procedure to find two Cartesian coordinates for each student, start-
ing from these N distances. This procedure consists in a linear transformation between 
a N-dimensional vector space and a 2-dimensional one and it is well known in the spe-
cialized literature as multidimensional scaling [28].  
Figure 3 shows an example of the spatial distribution of the results of a k-means 
analysis on a same hypothetical set of data, represented in a 2-dimensional Cartesian 
space.3 First three clusters (q = 3 in Figure 3(b)), and then four (q = 4 in Figure 3(b)) 
have been chosen to start the calculations. The x- and y-axes simply report the values 
needed to place the points according to their mutual distance. The average silhouette 
values, ( ) ( )3 4S S> , indicate that in the first case the clusters are more defined 
and compact than in the second one. In both cases ( )
1
3S  and ( )
1
4S  have the 
maximum value showing that cluster Cl1 is denser, and more compact than the other 
ones. 
It is interesting to study how well a centroid geometrically characterizes its cluster. 
Two parameters affect this: both the cluster density and the number of its elements.4  
 
 
(a)                                          (b) 
Figure 3. Clustering of N = 64 hypothetical data using k-means method. Figure 1(a) shows q = 3 
possible clusters, Figure 1(b) shows q = 4 clusters. 
 
 
3Other examples of use of NH-ClA in Mathematics and Physics Education Research can be found in the lite-
rature. See, for example, the recent works of Di Paola et al. [29] and Battaglia & Di Paola [30]. 
4For example, two clusters with similar density but different student numbers (i.e. with different variability of 
student properties) are differently characterized by their centroids: the more populated cluster being less well 
characterized by its centroid than the other one. 
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For this purpose, we propose a coefficient, rk, defined as the centroid reliability. It is 
calculated as follows: 
( )
( )
1
1
k
k
kk
S q
r
nS q
=
−
                         (3) 
where nk is the number of students contained in cluster Clk and ( ) kS q  is the average 
value of the S-function on the same cluster, that, as we pointed out, gives information 
on the cluster density.5 High values of rk indicate that the centroid characterizes the 
cluster well. 
In order to compare the reliability values of different clusters in a given partition the 
rk values can be normalized according to the following formula 
( )
k knorm
k
k
r r
r
rσ
−
=  
where kr  and ( )krσ  are the mean value and the variance of rk on the different 
clusters, respectively. 
Once the appropriate partition of data has been found, we want to characterize each 
cluster in terms of the most prominent answering strategies. Such characterizations will 
help us to compare clusters. To do this, we start by creating a “virtual student” for each 
of the q clusters, Clk (with 1, 2, ,k q=  ), represented by the related centroids. Since 
each real student is characterized by an array ai composed by 0 and 1 values for each of 
the M answering strategies, the array for the virtual student, ka , should also contain M 
entries with 0’s for strategies that do not characterize Clk and 1 for strategies that do 
characterize Clk. It is possible to demonstrate that ka  contains 1 values exactly in cor-
respondence to the answering strategies most frequently used by students belonging to 
Clk.6 In fact, since a centroid is defined as the geometric point that minimizes the sum 
of the distances between it and all the cluster elements, by minimizing this sum the 
correlation coefficients between the cluster elements and the virtual student are max-
imized and this happens when each virtual student has the largest number of common 
strategies with all the students that are part of its cluster. This is a remarkable feature of 
ka , that validates our idea to use it to characterize cluster Clk. 
Another way to find the array that describes the centroid of a cluster starts from the 
coordinates of the centroid in the 2-dimensional Cartesian Plane reporting the results 
of a k-means analysis. We devised a method that consists of repeating the k-means 
procedure in reverse, by using the iterative method described as follows. For each clus-
ter, Clk, we define a random array ka′  (composed of values 1 and 0, randomly distri-
buted) and we calculate the following value  
ik iki d dσ ′= −∑  
 
 
5The term ( )1
k
S q−  in (3) is needed to differently weight ( )
k
S q  and nk because when ( ) 1kS q →  
the rk value should be independent of the value of nk. 
6It is worth noting that if some answering strategies are only slightly more frequent than the other ones all 
those with similar frequencies should also be considered. 
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where ikd ′  is the distance between the random array and the student, i, (belonging to 
the same cluster Clk) and ikd  is the distance between the centroid and the same stu-
dent. 
By using an iterative procedure that permutes the values of the random array ka′  kc′ , 
we minimize the σ value and we find the closest array representation,7 ka , of the real 
centroid of Ck.  
B. Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (H-ClA) 
Hierarchical clustering is a method of cluster construction that starts from the idea of 
elements (again students in our case) of a set being more related to nearby students 
than to farther away ones, and tries to arrange students representing them as being 
“above”, “below”, or “at the same level as” one another. This method connects students 
to form clusters based on the presence of common characteristics. As a hierarchy of 
clusters, which merge with each other at certain distances, is provided, the term “hie-
rarchical clustering” has been used in the literature. 
In H-ClA, which is sometimes used in education to analyze the answers given by 
students to open- and closed-ended questionnaires (see, for example, [14]-[17]), each 
student is initially considered as a separate cluster. Then the two “closest” students are 
joined as a cluster and this process is continued (in a stepwise manner) to join one stu-
dent with another, a student with a cluster, or a cluster with another cluster, until all the 
students are combined into one single cluster as one moves up the hierarchy (Agglo-
merative Hierarchical Clustering) [13]. Another possibility is to build recursive parti-
tions from a single starting cluster that contains all the students observed (Divisive Hie-
rarchical Clustering) [13]. The results of hierarchical clustering are graphically displayed 
as a tree, referred to as the hierarchical tree or dendrogram. The term “closest” is iden-
tified by a specific rule in each of the linkage methods. Hence, in different linkage me-
thods, the corresponding distance matrix after each merger are differently computed.  
Among the many linkage methods described in the literature, the following have 
been taken into account in education studies: Single, Complete, Average and Weighted 
Average. Each method differs in how it measures the distance between two clusters r 
and s by means of the definition of a new metric (an “ultrametric”), and consequently 
influences the interpretation of the word “closest”. Single linkage, also called nearest 
neighbor linkage, links r and s by using the smallest distance between the students in r 
and those in s; complete linkage, also called farthest neighbor linkage, uses the largest 
distance between the students in r and the ones in s; average linkage uses the average 
distance between the students in the two clusters; weighted average linkage uses a re-
cursive definition for the distance between two clusters. If cluster r was created by 
combining clusters p and q, the distance between r and another cluster s is defined as 
the average of the distance between p and s and the distance between q and s. 
To better represent the differences and approximations involved in the various lin-
kages, an example is displayed in Figure 4. 
 
 
7As usual in a procedure to minimize an objective function (in our case, σ), the result may not be unique. In 
order to be sure to obtain an absolute minimum of σ we repeated the procedure several times, each time 
changing the initial conditions, i.e. array ka′ . 
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Table 3 reports the recurrence relationships applied in order to calculate the ultra-
metric distances, δ, for the different linkage methods, on the basis of the Euclidean dis-
tances, dij, represented in matrix, D, (see Section 2). 
Suppose r, p and q are existing clusters and cluster r is the cluster formed by merging 
p and q (r = p ں q). The distances between the elements of r and the elements of 
another cluster s are defined for the four linkage methods, as shown in Table 2 [39], 
where nr indicates the number of students in cluster r, ns indicates the number of stu-
dents in cluster s, xri is the i-th student in r and xsj is the j-th student in s. 
 
 
(a)                             (b) 
 
(c)                              (d) 
Figure 4. (a) Dendrograms obtained for single linkage (a), complete linkage (b), average linkage 
(c) and weighted linkage (d) for the 7 element sample whose distances are reported in Table 3. 
The δ value on the y-axis is the “ultrametric” distance. 
 
Table 2. Silhouette values for clusters depicted in Figure 3. The confidence intervals are reported 
according to a significance level (CI) of 95%8. 
Number of 
clusters (q) 
Silhouette average  
value (S(q)) (CI) Silhouette Average value for cluster (S(q)k), 1, ,k q=   (CI) 
3 0.795 (0.780 - 0.805) 
k 
1 2 3 
0.953 (0.951 - 0.956) 0.79 (0.78 - 0.81) 0.66 (0.63 - 0.68) 
4 0.729 (0.711 - 0.744) 
k 
1 2 3 4 
0.953 (0.951 - 0.956) 0.67 (0.64 - 0.69) 0.77 (0.74 - 0.79) 0.44 (0.40 - 0.47) 
 
 
8The confidence intervals have been calculated by using the Bootstrap method [30] [31], as the distribution of 
the Silhouette values is not a-priori known. 
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Single linkage links the two clusters r and s by using the smallest distance between 
the students in r and those in s; complete linkage uses the largest distance between the 
students in r and the ones in s; average linkage uses the average distance between the 
students in the two clusters; weighted average linkage uses a recursive definition for the 
distance between two clusters. If cluster r was created by combining clusters p and q, 
the distance between r and another cluster s is defined as the average of the distance 
between p and s and the distance between q and s. 
It is important to note that the difference between dendrograms obtained by using 
the average and the weighted average methods are evident only when the number of 
elements is not too low. Here, we report an example for a sample of 7 elements. Table 4 
supplies the matrix of distances between the 7 elements and Figure 4(a) and Figure 
4(b) show the two dendrograms for the single, complete, average and weighted average 
linkage, respectively. The figure shows some differences, as for example the values of 
the highest linkage: δ = 1.08 (a) and δ = 1.2 (b). 
Several conditions can determine the choice of a specific linkage method. For in-
stance, when the source data are in binary form (as in our case) the single and complete 
linkage methods do not give a smooth progression of the distances [14]. For this reason, 
when the source data are in binary form, the viable linkage methods actually reduce to 
the average or weighted average ones. 
In the specialized literature it is easy to find numerical indexes driving the choice of a 
specific linkage method, such as the “cophenetic correlation coefficient” [33] [34]. 
 
Table 3. “Ultrametric” distance formulas of commonly used linkages. 
Single linkage ( ) ( )}{ ( ) ( ), min , , 1, , , 1, ,ri sj r sr s d x x i n j nδ = ∈ ∈   
Complete linkage ( ) ( )}{ ( ) ( ), max , , 1, , , 1, ,ri sj r sr s d x x i n j nδ = ∈ ∈   
Average linkage ( ) ( )1, ,i jr si j
r s
r s d x x
n n
δ = ∑ ∑  
Weighted average linkage ( ) ( )
, ( , )
,
2
p s q s
r s
δ δ
δ
+
=  
 
Table 4. Matrix of distances of a generic sample of 7 elements. 
 A B C D E F G 
A 0 0.2 0.28 0.2 0.14 0.42 1.01 
B  0 0.2 0.28 0.14 0.42 1.01 
C   0 0.2 0.14 0.42 1.01 
D    0 0.14 0.42 1.01 
E     0 0.4 1 
F      0 1.4 
G       0 
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The cophenetic correlation coefficient, ccoph, gives a measure of the concordance be-
tween the two matrixes: matrix D of the distances and matrix Δ of the ultrametric dis-
tances. It is defined as  
( ) ( )
( ) ( )2 2
ij iji j
coph
ij iji j i j
d D
c
d D
δ
δ
<
< <
− − ∆
=
− − ∆
∑
∑ ∑
 
where: 
• dij is the distance between elements i and j in D. 
• δij is the ultrametric distance between elements i and j in Δ, i.e. the height of the 
link at which the two elements i and j are first joined together. 
• D  and ∆  are the average of D and Δ, respectively. 
High values of ccoph indicate how much the matrix Δ is actually representative of ma-
trix D and, consequently, how much ultrametric distances, δij, are representative of dis-
tances, dij. 
Its value is based on the correlation (like the Pearson one [35]) between the original 
distances, in D, and the ultrametric distances given by the linkage type (contained in a 
new matrix, Δ), and it evaluates how much the latter are actually representative of the 
former. More precisely, the cophenetic coefficient is a measure of how faithfully a den-
drogram preserves the pair wise distances between the original un-modeled data points. 
In the cases we analyzed the highest values of the cophenetic coefficient are always ob-
tained by using average or weighted average linkage methods.  
Reading a dendrogram and finding clusters in it can be a rather arbitrary process. 
There is not a widely accepted criterion that can be applied in order to determine the 
distance values to be chosen for identifying the clusters. Different criteria, named stop-
ping criteria, aimed at finding the optimal number of clusters are discussed in the lite-
rature (see, for example, Springuel [35]). Many of these cannot be applied to non-  
numerical data, as it is our case. Here we discuss two criteria applicable to our case: the 
first one involves the calculation of the “inconsistency coefficient” [36] and the second 
is known as “variation ratio criterion” [37].  
One way to decide if the grouping in a data set is adequate is to compare the height 
of each link in a cluster tree with the heights of neighboring links below it in the tree. A 
link that is approximately the same height as the links below it indicates that there are 
no distinct divisions between the objects joined at this level of the hierarchy. These 
links are said to exhibit a high level of consistency, because the distance between the 
objects being joined is approximately the same as the distances between the objects they 
contain. On the other hand, a link whose height differs noticeably from the height of 
the links below it indicates that the objects joined at this level in the cluster tree are 
much farther apart from each other than their components were when they were joined. 
This link is said to be inconsistent with the links below it. 
The relative consistency of each link in a hierarchical cluster tree can be quantified 
through the inconsistency coefficient, Ik [33].  
The inconsistency coefficient compares the height of each link in a cluster tree made 
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of N elements, with the heights of neighboring links above it in the tree. 
The calculations of inconsistency coefficients are performed on the matrix of the ul-
trametric distances, Δ, generated by the chosen linkage method. 
We consider two clusters, s and t, whose distance value is reported in matrix Δ, and 
that converge in a new link, k, (with 1, 2, , 1k N= − ). If we indicate with δ(k) the 
height in the dendrogram of such a link, its inconsistency coefficient is calculated as 
follows 
( ) ( )
( )( )
n
k
n
k k
I
k
δ δ
σ δ
−
=  
where ( )kδ  is the heights of the link k, ( ) nkδ  is the mean of the heights of n links 
below the link k (usually n = 3 links are taken into account), and ( )( )n kσ δ  is the 
standard deviation of the heights of such n links. 
This formula shows that a link whose height differs noticeably from the height of the 
n links below it indicates that the objects joined at this level in the cluster tree are much 
farther apart from each other than their n components. Such a link has an high value of 
Ik. On the contrary, if the link, k, is approximately the same height as the links below it, 
no distinct divisions between the objects joined at this level of the hierarchy can be 
identified. Such a link has a low value of Ik. 
The higher is the value of this coefficient, the less consistent is the link connecting 
the students. A link that joins distinct clusters has a high inconsistency coefficient; a 
link that joins indistinct clusters has a low inconsistency coefficient.  
The choice of Ik value to be considered significant in order to define a threshold is 
arbitrary and involves the choice of the significant number of clusters that can describe 
the whole sample. Moreover, in the specialized literature [33] the Ik value of a given link 
is considered by also taking into account the ultrametric distance of the link, in order to 
avoid a too low or too high fragmentation9 of the sample clusters. This means that, after 
having disregarded the links that produce a too low fragmentation, the Ik of the links 
just below are taken into account.  
The variation ratio criterion (VRC) [37] is also used in the literature to define the 
clustering validity.  
For a partition of N elements in q cluster, the VRC value is defined as: 
1
BGSS WGSS
q N q− −
 
where WGSS (Within Group Squared Sum) represents the sum of the distance squares 
between the elements belonging to a same cluster and BGSS (Between Group Squared 
Sum), defines the sum of the distance squares between elements of a given cluster 
group and the external ones. 
It measures the ratio between the sum of the squares of the distances between the 
 
 
9“Too low” fragmentation is here to be intended as a situation where one or two big clusters are produced, 
that do not allow us to effectively describe the sample behavior. A “too high” fragmentation means that many 
small clusters, containing only a few students, are produced. 
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elements belonging to the same cluster and the sum of the squares of the distances be-
tween the elements of a given cluster and the external ones. The larger is the VRC value, 
the better is the clustering. 
It is worth noting that the evaluation of the number of cluster to be consider signifi-
cant for an education-focused research should also be influenced by pedagogic consid-
erations, related to the interpretation of the clusters that are formed. Although it could 
be desirable to have a fine grain description of our sample students, this can make the 
search for common trends in the sample too complicated, and perhaps less interesting 
if too many “micro-behaviors” related to the various small clusters are found and have 
to be explained. 
As a final consideration, we want to point out that the comparison of different clus-
tering methods (in our case NH-ClA and H-ClA methods) is a relevant point. As Meila 
et al. [38] point out: “just as one cannot define a best clustering method out of the con-
tent, one cannot define a criterion for comparing clusters that fits every problem”. 
Many coefficients have been identified to compare two partitions of the same data set 
obtained with different methods, but the majority of them are not applicable to our da-
ta that are in binary form. However a criterion, called variation of information (VI), 
can be applied in our case. It measures the difference in information shared between 
two particular partitions of data and the total information content of the two partitions. 
In this sense, the smaller the distance between the two clustering the more these are 
coherent with each other, and vice versa. VI can be normalized to 0 - 1 range: a value 
equal to 0 indicates very similar clustering results, and a value equal to 1 corresponds to 
very different ones. Meila et al. [38] supply all the details for VI calculation as well as 
examples of its application. 
In the following sections we will present an application of the described ClA proce-
dures to the analysis of data from an open-ended questionnaire administered to a sam-
ple of university students, and we will discuss the results of the application on these da-
ta of the two methods of Cluster Analysis we outlined above. Similarly to what we have 
done in Figure 1, we report in Figure 5 the flowchart of the logical steps we are going 
to follow here. This figure should be considered as the continuation of the flow chart 
shown in Figure 1 and starts from the resources we will use to perform ClA and the 
subsequent result interpretation, i.e. the Distance Matrix and the Answering Strategy 
Set shown in Figure 1. 
Each set of clusters that is obtained by means of H-ClA and/or NH-ClA is inter-
preted on the basis of the answering strategy set (as explained in Section IV) and these 
interpretations, together with a possible comparison of the results obtained by the two 
methods, leads us to the final results of the study. 
4. An Implementation of Cluster Analysis 
In this Section we want to describe an application of the methods discussed above to 
the analysis of the answers to a questionnaire composed by 4 open-ended questions, 
each with 5 possible answering strategies resulting from the preliminary analysis 
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Figure 5. Flow chart of the steps involved in elaborating data coming from student answers to a 
questionnaire. 
 
discussed in Section 2.10 124 students participated in the survey and completed the 
questionnaire. 
A. Non-hierarchical clustering analysis (NH-ClA) 
All the clustering calculations were made using a custom software, written in C lan-
guage, for the NH-ClA (k-means method), as well as for H-ClA where the weighted av-
erage linkage method was applied. The graphical representations of clusters in both 
cases were obtained using the well-known software MATLAB [39].  
In order to define the number q of clusters that best partitions our sample, the mean 
value of S-function, ( )S q , has been calculated for different numbers of clusters, 
from 2 to 10 (see Figure 6).11 The figure shows that the best partition of our sample is 
achieved by choosing four clusters, where ( )S q  has its maximum. The obtained 
value ( )4 0.617S = , with a 95% confidence interval CI = (0.607, 0.625), indicates 
that a reasonable cluster structure has been found. 
Figure 7 shows the representation of this partition in a 2-dimensional graph. The 
four clusters show a partition of our sample into groups made up of different numbers 
of students (see Table 3). 
The four clusters Clk ( 1, , 4k =  ) can be characterized by their related centroids, Ck. 
They arethe four points in the graph whose arrays, ka , contain the answering strate-
gies most frequently applied by students in the related clusters (see Table 2). The codes 
used refer to the answering strategies for the four questions, as discussed in footnote 11. 
Table 5 also shows the number of students in each cluster, the mean values of the 
S-function ( )4 kS  ( 1, , 4k =  ) for the four clusters and the normalized reliability 
index normkr  of their centroids. 
 
 
10So, in the following, 1A, 1B, ..., 1E represent the 5 identified answering strategies used by students to tackle 
question 1, 2A, 2B, ..., 2E are the 5 answering strategies for question 2, and so on. 
11As discussed in Section III, for each value of q the clustering procedure was repeated for several values of 
the initial conditions. In each case, we selected the cluster solution that leads to the minimum values of the 
distances between each centroid and the cluster elements. 
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Figure 6. Average Silhouette values and related 95% confidence intervals (CI) for different clus-
ter partitions of our sample. The two highest values are obtained for partitions in q = 4 clusters 
( ( )4 0.617S = , CI = (0.607, 0.625)) and in q = 3 clusters ( ( )3 0.596S = , CI = (0.586, 0.603)). 
 
 
Figure 7. K-means graph. Each point in this Cartesian plane represents a student. Points labeled 
C1, C2, C3, C4 are the centroids. 
 
The ( )4 kS  value indicates that cluster Cl1 is denser than the others, and Cl4 is the 
most spread out. Furthermore, the values of normkr  show that the centroid C1 best 
represents its cluster, whereas C3 is the centroid that represents its cluster the least.  
B. Hierarchical clustering analysis (H-ClA) 
In order to apply the H-ClA method to our data, we first had to choose what kind of 
linkage to use. Since we could not use simple or complete linkages (see Section 3(B)), 
we calculated the cophenetic correlation coefficient for the average and weighted aver-
age linkages, which gave a measure of the accordance between the distances calculated 
by (2) and the ultrametric distances introduced by the linkage. We obtained the values 
0.61 and 0.68 for average and weighted average linkages, respectively. We chose to use  
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Table 5. An overview of results obtained by NH-ClA method. 
Cluster centroid C1 C2 C3 C4 
ka  
(Most frequently  
given answers) 
1B, 2C, 3B, 4A 1B, 2B, 3E, 4A 1C, 2B, 3A, 4A 1C, 2C, 3B, 4B 
Number of students 18 19 63 24 
( )4
k
S  0.750,  
CI = (0.730, 0.763) 
0.62,  
CI = (0.58, 0.64) 
0.604,  
CI = (0.590, 0.616) 
0.56,  
CI = (0.53, 0.58) 
norm
kr  1.40 −0.02 −0.92 −0.46 
 
the weighted average link and Figure 8 shows the obtained dendrogram of the nested 
cluster structure. 
In this figure the vertical axis represents the ultrametric distance between two clus-
ters when they are joined; the horizontal axis is divided in 124 ticks, each representing a 
student. Furthermore, vertical lines represent students or groups of students and hori-
zontal lines represent the joining of two clusters. Vertical lines are always placed in the 
center of the group of students in a cluster and horizontal lines are placed at the height 
which corresponds to the distance between the two clusters that they join. 
By describing the cluster tree from the top down, as if clusters are splitting apart, we 
can see that all the students come together into a single cluster, located at the top of the 
figure. In this cluster, for each pair of students, i and j, the ultrametric distance is 
1.8ijδ ≤ . Since the structure of the tree shows that some groups of students are more 
closely linked, we can identify local clusters where students are linked with distances 
whose values are lower than the previous one. The problem is how to find a value of 
distance that involves significant links. By using the Inconsistency Coefficient, Ik (see 
Section III), we can define a specific threshold and neglect some links because they are 
inconsistent. In fact, this coefficient characterizes each link in a cluster tree by compar-
ing its height with the average height of other links at the same level of the hierarchy. 
The choice of the threshold is arbitrary and should be limited to the links in a specific 
range of distances [36], yet it allows us to compare all the clusters and to treat all links 
with the same criterion. 
If we disregard the higher links (δ ≈ 1.8, black, dashed links in Figure 8) because 
their use would produce a unique, single cluster of our sample, or two big ones, and we 
also take into account a threshold for the Inconsistency Coefficients equal to 1.6 (i.e. we 
consider inconsistent all the links that have Ik > 1.6, we can accept all the links just be-
low, including the red, dotted ones in Figure 8 (that have Ik equal to 1.4 and 1.6, re-
spectively). So, we find a partition of our sample into 4 clusters. If, on the other hand, 
we introduce a lower threshold for the Ik value, but still not producing a too high frag-
mentation, like for example Ik > 1.25, we must disregard the dotted links in the den-
drogram in Figure 8, and obtain 6 clusters. This last representation has a higher signi-
ficance than the previous one since the links displayed are those that, at equal distances, 
show a higher consistency. 
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Figure 8. Dendrogram of our data. Horizontal and vertical axes represent students and ultrame-
tric distances, respectively. Black, dashed links are at ultrametric distances of about 1.8. The In-
consistency Coefficients of the links just below these links are shown. Six clusters, (α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ) 
are formed. 
 
Figure 8 shows the 6 distinct clusters α, β, …, ζ above identified. They can be cha-
racterized by analyzing the most frequent answers to each of the four questions in the 
questionnaire (see Section 5).  
In order to verify the validity of our choice we also used the VRC (see Section 3). 
Figure 9 shows the VRC values for different numbers of clusters. The maximum value 
is obtained for q = 6. 
Table 6 provides significant information concerning the H-ClA clustering. By look-
ing at the number of students, and at their identity, we can see that the main results of 
the new grouping are the redistribution of the students, originally assigned to cluster 
Cl3 by NH-ClA, into different sub groups, and a redistribution of students located on 
the edges of cluster Cl4. Furthermore, the students in cluster Cl1 are all located in cluster 
β and students in cluster Cl2 are all located in cluster γ. This is in accordance with the 
high values of the normkr  coefficient (shown in Table 2) for Cl1 and Cl2 and the low 
value for clusters Cl3 and Cl4. 
In conclusion, we can say that although the two partitions of our student sample are 
different, they are consistent. The characterization via the dendrogram allows us to ob-
tain more detail. This happens in particular, in the case of cluster Cl3, which turns out 
to be very extensive, with a large number of students and a low value of normkr . 
In order to better compare the results obtained by NH-ClA and H-ClA methods, we 
applied the variation of information (VI) criterion (see Section III), that measures the 
amount of information gained and lost when switching from one type of clustering to 
another. We calculated the value of VI to compare the 4-clustering results of k-means 
method with the 4-clustering, 5-clustering and 6-clustering results of H-ClA method 
and obtained the values of 0.34, 0.38 and 0.28, respectively. We can conclude that the 
best agreement can be found between the 4-clustering results of k-means method and 
the 6-clustering results of H-ClA method. 
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Figure 9. VRC values for some partitions of our sample in different numbers of clusters. 
 
Table 6. An overview of results obtained by H-ClA and comparison with those obtained by 
NH-ClA method. 
Cluster α β γ δ ε ζ 
Most  
frequently  
given answers 
1C, 2C,  
3B, 4B 
1B, 2C,  
3B, 4A/4B 
1B, 2B,  
3E, 4A 
1C,2B,  
3D, 4A 
1D, 2C,  
3A, 4B 
1A, 2A,  
3A, 4D 
Number  
of students 17 21 29 21 19 17 
Characterization 
of students in 
cluster by the 
k-means  
method (*) 
(14)Cl4 + (3)Cl3 (18)Cl1 + (3)Cl4 (19)Cl2 + (10)Cl3 (19)Cl3 + (2)Cl4 (14)Cl3 + (5)Cl4 (17)Cl3 
*i.e. (14)Cl4+(3)Cl3, means that cluster α contains 14 students part of the cluster Cl4 (in NH-ClA) + 3 students part of 
cluster Cl3. 
5. Conclusions 
The use of cluster analysis techniques is common in many fields of research as, for ex-
ample, information technology, biology, medicine, archeology, econophysics and mar-
ket research. These techniques allow the researcher to locate subsets or clusters within a 
set of objects of any nature that have a tendency to be homogeneous “in some sense”. 
The results of the analysis can reveal a high homogeneity within each group (intra- 
cluster), and high heterogeneity between groups (inter-clusters), in line with the chosen 
criteria. However, only a limited number of examples of application of ClA in the field 
of education are available, and many aspects of the use of the various available tech-
niques have hardly been deepened to reveal their strength and weakness points.  
In this paper we started from some preliminary considerations about the problems 
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arising from the coding procedures of student answers to closed- and open-ended 
questionnaires. These procedures are aimed at categorizing student answers in a limited 
number of “typical” ways to answer each question. We gave some examples of proce-
dures that can be used according to the questionnaire type (closed- and open-ended), 
and then we presented and discussed two ClA methodologies that can be sometimes 
found in the education literature. We started describing a not-hierarchical ClA method, 
the k-means one that allows the researcher in Education to easily separate students into 
groups that can be recognized and characterized by common traits in their answers to a 
questionnaire. It is also possible to easily represent these groups in a 2-dimensional 
Cartesian graph containing points that represent the students of the sample on the basis 
of their mutual distances, related to the mutual correlation among students answering 
the questionnaire. Each of the clusters found by the analysis can be characterized by a 
point, the “centroid”, representing the answers most frequently given by the students 
comprised in the cluster. Some functions and parameters useful to carefully evaluate 
the reliability of the results obtained have also been discussed. 
Following this, we described a different method of analysis, based on hierarchical 
clustering that can also help the researcher to find student groups where the elements 
(the students) are linked by common traits in their answers to a questionnaire. This 
method allows the researcher to visualize the clustering results in a graphic tree, called 
“dendrogram” that easily shows the links between couples and/or groups of students on 
the basis of their mutual distances. Each cluster can be characterized on the basis of the 
answers most frequently given by the students in it. Again, functions and parameters 
useful to evaluate the reliability of the results have been discussed.  
Finally, an application of these two methods to the analysis of the answers to a real 
questionnaire has been given, in order to clearly show what the choices that the re-
searcher must do are, and what parameters he/she must use in order to obtain the best 
partitions of the whole student groups and check the reliability of the result. In order to 
study the coherence of the results obtained by using hierarchical and not-hierarchical 
ClA methods, we compared the results each other. We found that many of the clusters 
found by NH-ClA are also present in H-ClA; yet some of the clusters found with NH- 
ClA are further splitted, and can be, so, better characterized, by means of H-ClA. 
We can conclude that the H-ClA method we discussed here allows the researcher to 
easily obtain and visualize in a 2-D graph a global view of the student behaviour with 
respect to the answers to a questionnaire and to obtain a first characterization of stu-
dent behaviour in terms of their most frequently used answering strategies. The NH- 
ClA method, on the other hand, although producing a graph not easy to read as the one 
produced with the other method (dendrogram vs. Voronoi diagram), allows the re-
searcher to obtain results coherent with the NH-ClA ones and can offer a finer grain 
detail of student behaviour. 
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